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Leisure arts-plastic canvas stitch dictionary. Directions for 113 stitches are both illustrated and color

photographed in this handy reference guide featuring plain stitches, fancy stitches, joining methods,

and other techniques. Five projects using many of the stitches are included. Softcover, 41 pages.

Made in usa.
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Amazing. This is my new go to book for plastic canvas & making my own projects. It brings a touch

of class to a craft that can be a bit kitchy. The instructions are simple, comprehensive and most

importantly easy to follow. A must have for any one who loves crafting with plastic canvas!

Easy to follow stitch instructions. Chose plastic canvas as a starter sewing project for the children

who were asking to do cross stitch and needle point. They were inspired by the many different

stitches and quickly moved into using the stitches to make their own designs. Very pleased with this

inspiration. There are a few sampler projects in the back that use the stitches in the dictionary but it

is mostly a dictionary of stitches with easy to follow graphics.

Did not know there was so many stitched to plastic canvas. This book is wonderful and came

prompt and in great shape :D Thanks



I lost a copy of this 14 years ago. I knew I'd have a hard time finding it in the store. There aren't

many projects to do, but there are tons of stitches. There is a sampler project I've always wanted to

do and now will. I did the coasters many years ago. They worked up very nicely. I like Leisure Arts

for the quality of their craft books. I am 100% happy with this, but I already knew I would be.It

shipped quickly and is in perfect condition. I won't let this one get away again.

I love creating my own projects and I use this to help me find new and beautiful stitches to keep my

projects interesting.

This stitch dictionary is a treasure. My partner and I both enjoy plastic canvas and have recently felt

comfortable trying more complicated projects or adjusting patterns. This is a wonderful resource for

understanding new stitches and supplementing the instructions on the patterns themselves, which

often assume knowledge or offer only a basic direction. As we're interested in creating our own

patterns ultimately, I suspect we'll return to this resource regularly.

This is a great book to have if you create your own patterns like I sometimes do. Many ideas that I

had never thought of before. Even if you mainly follow already created patterns then this book is

helpful in enhancing those patterns and making them your own.

I knew a few stitches from previous needlepoint, and only a couple from plastic canvas activities.

Wow, after Christmas, I will have a blast trying new stitches. I plan to make Christmas villages for

my 3 grand daughters, and they are going to be more interesting with this stitch dictionary to help

me up my game.
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